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COD. 5024
SHORT

COD. 5023
Top

TOP with a perfect anatomical 
construction made   of elastic 
microperforated fabric in the front and 
rear panel with micro mesh fabric. 
The two back pockets are shaped  for 
better comfort and usage and do not 
affect in any way the ergonomics. 
Every detail is carefully studied, such 
as the Camlock front  zipper, and 
the bottom hem is made with the 
contoured J STABILITY SYSTEM ™ for 
improved fit.  Reflex piping on the 
back for visibility.

COD. 5041
LONG TRI SKINSUIT 

Developed for the longer races, the 
back and pocket panels are made of 
a mesh like material while the rest 
of the garment is made   of a super 
matt new generation 190 gr. Lycra 
chosen for its special  and unique 
innovative design in small channels, 
which  thanks to the small channels 
is lightweight and has reduced 
thickness which fits the athlete 
like a second skin. The body has 
a Camlock front zipper, 4 needle 
stitching,  reflex piping inserted in 
the back,  printable bottom LEG 
GRIP 50mm elastic with silicone 
woven into its structure for a high 
level of comfort.

Made   of a new generation super matt 
190 gr. Lycra chosen for its unique 
innovative design in small channels, 
which means improved lightness 
and reduced thickness which fits the 
athlete like a second skin. It features 
4 needle seams, reflex piping inserted 
in the back, drawstring in the waist, 
and  printable elastic LEG GRIP 50mm 
with silicon woven into its structure 
for a high level of comfort. The new 
TRI shammy was designed specifically 
for Triathlon with a small bulk to 
provide protection without added 
weight in water.

triathlon

COD. 5014
OLYMPIC TRI SKINSUIT 

Developed for the short swimming 
session, it is made of a Teflon-
coated fabric which makes it 
resistant to water penetration. The 
back zipper opens from the bottom 
toward the neck and has a long 
and handy drawstring, flat 4 needle 
seams,  reflex piping inserted 
in the back, printable LEG GRIP 
50mm elastic with silicone woven 
into the material for a high level of 
comfort. New TRI shammy designed 
specifically for Triathlon with a 
small bulk to provide protection 
without added weight in water.

SLEEVELESS JERSEY 
COD. 5025

The SLEEVELESS JERSEY is made with 
an elastic fabric perforated on the 
front while the rear panel is made of 
fabric with super lightweight carbon 
fiber. The jersey has three rear pockets 
and a fourth zippered pocket with 
reflective detail. The front is shaped 
with the J STABILITY SYSTEM ™ for a 
better fit. The Camlock front zipper, 4 
needle stitching, reflex piping inserted 
in the back, complete the look of this 
jersey.

UOMO



COD. 5053
WOMAN TOP

TOP with a perfect anatomical 
construction made   of elastic 
microperforated fabric in the front and 
rear panel with micro mesh fabric. The 
two back pockets are shaped  for better 
comfort and usage and do not affect in 
any way the ergonomics. Every detail is 
carefully studied, such as the Camlock 
front  zipper, and the bottom hem is 
made with the contoured J STABILITY 
SYSTEM ™ for improved fit.  Reflex piping 
on the back for visibility. The fit has been 
specially designed to fit the female body 
in the race.

COD. 5051

WOMAN OLYMPIC TRI
SKINSUIT 

Developed for the short swimming 
session, it is made of a Teflon-
coated fabric which makes it 
resistant to water penetration. 
The back zipper opens from the 
bottom toward the neck and has a 
long and handy drawstring, flat 4 
needle seams,  reflex piping inserted 
in the back, printable LEG GRIP 
50mm elastic with silicone woven 
into the material for a high level of 
comfort. New TRI shammy designed 
specifically for Triathlon with a small 
bulk to provide protection without 
added weight in water. The fit has 
been specially designed to fit the 
female body in the race.      

COD. 5054
WOMAN SHORT  

Made   of a new generation super matt 190 
gr. Lycra chosen for its unique innovative 
design in small channels, which means 
improved lightness and reduced thickness 
which fits the athlete like a second skin. 
It features 4 needle seams, reflex piping 
inserted in the back, drawstring in the 
waist, and  printable elastic LEG GRIP 
50mm with silicon woven into its structure 
for a high level of comfort. The new TRI 
shammy was designed specifically for 
Triathlon with a small bulk to provide 
protection without added weight in water. 
The fit has been specially designed to fit the 
female body in the race.

triathlon
SLEEVELESS WOMAN 
JERSEY

COD. 5052

WOMAN LONG TRI 
SKINSUIT

Developed for the longer races, 
the back and pocket are made of 
a mesh like material while the rest 
of the garment is made   of a super 
matt new generation 190 gr. Lycra 
chosen for its special  and unique 
innovative design in small channels, 
which  thanks to the small channels 
is lightweight and has reduced 
thickness which fits the athlete 
like a second skin. The body has 
a Camlock front zipper, 4 needle 
stitching,  reflex piping inserted in 
the back,  printable bottom LEG 
GRIP 50mm elastic with silicone 
woven into its structure for a high 
level of comfort. The fit has been 
specially designed to fit the female 
body in the race.

COD. 5055

The SLEEVELESS JERSEY is made with 
an elastic fabric perforated on the front 
while the rear panel is made of fabric 
with super lightweight carbon fiber. 
The jersey has three rear pockets and a 
fourth zippered pocket with reflective 
detail. The front is shaped with the J 
STABILITY SYSTEM ™ for a better fit. The 
Camlock front zipper, 4 needle stitching, 
reflex piping inserted in the back, 
complete the look of this jersey. The fit 
has been specially designed to fit the 
female body in the race.

DONNA



KOMBINÉZA OLYMPIC 5246



KOMBINÉZA LONG TRI 5014



TOP 5053
KRÁTKÉ KALHOTY 5024



KOMBINÉZA OLYMPIC 5248



KOMBINÉZA LONG TRI 5052



TOP 5053
DRES BEZ RUKÁVŮ 5055
KRÁTKÉ KALHOTY 5054



Milénova 132/8 63800 Brno
 tel.:+420608808986

www.aleteam.cz
info@sportimport.cz
www.sportimport.cz

Běžecká zakázková kolekce online: 
http://www.aleteam.cz/ale-team/beh

Cyklistická zakázková kolekce online:
http://www.aleteam.cz/ale-team

Další značky z nabídky Sport Import

Cenová nabídka je vždy vypracována na míru
podle předpokládaného designu a množství.

Orientační ceny zakázkové kolekce 
při maximálně složité grafice, včetně DPH.

Pánská triatlonová kolekce

5023 Top    1 899 Kč / 69 € 
5025 Dres bez rukávů   2 599 Kč / 95 €  
5024 Krátké kalhoty  1 699 Kč / 62 € 
5246 Kombinéza Olympic*  3 399 Kč / 124 € 
5014 Kombinéza Long Tri*  3 299 Kč / 120 € 

Dámská triatlonová kolekce

5053 Top    1 899 Kč /69 € 
5055 Dres bez rukávů   2 599 Kč /95 € 
5054 Krátké kalhoty  1 699 Kč / 62 € 
5248 Kombinéza Olympic*  3 399 Kč / 124 € 
5052 Kombinéza Long Tri*  3 299 Kč / 120 € 

* Při personalizaci (jméno, stát) příplatek
165,-Kč / 6 € / kus.

O�ciální zastoupení značky Alé v ČR/SK
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